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Abstract: Graphene derivatives such as reduced graphene oxide and graphene-based composites
are regarded as highly promising materials for optoelectronics and photodetection applications.
Recently, considerable interest has arisen in using facile and environmentally friendly methods of
graphene production. Despite significant progress in experimental studies of graphene and graphene-
based composites, some fundamental questions about their structures, and the interaction between
components in these systems, remain open. In the present work, several atomistic models of oxidized
graphene fragments have been proposed based on XPS compositional analysis and DFT calculations,
representing reduced graphene oxide produced by laser irradiation. The composition of the oxygen-
containing functional groups, their equilibrium configuration and influence on the electronic and
optical properties of graphene sheets were determined. The nature of the low-lying excited states,
as well as the photoactive regions, has also been studied for the proposed models. The calculated
absorption spectra of the graphene sheets were compared with experimental UV-Vis spectrum of
rGO produced by laser ablation.

Keywords: reduced graphene oxide; laser ablation; XPS; time-dependent DFT; Liouville–Lanczos
approach

1. Introduction

From its discovery in 2004 to the present, graphene continues to attract great attention
in various fields of scientific research and applications due to its unique electronic, thermal,
mechanical and optical properties [1]. Graphene is an attractive material for optoelectronic
and photodetection applications [2,3] because it offers a broad spectral bandwidth and fast
response times. However, pure graphene exhibits zero bandgap and weak light absorption;
in addition, it has low solubility in water and tends to aggregate due to interlayer π-π
interactions, which limits its optoelectronic and some other potential applications. For
example, the oxygen functional groups attached to the surfaces and edges of graphene
sheet can significantly modify its electronic, mechanical and optical properties and allows
graphene to be processed easily in dispersions, leading to the plethora of applications,
including solar cells [4–7], sensors [8], supercapacitors [9], and many more. For this reason,
most of the new promising composite materials are based on graphene derivatives such
as graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [10,11] and zero-dimensional
nanostructures composed of one or few layers [12]. The above materials have tunable
properties and can form stable aqueous suspensions.

Recently GO considered only a simple and inexpensive material for the preparation of
single and multilayer graphene by reduction, but the results of the latest research demon-
strated a large number of unique optical and electronic properties of GO and rGO that
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means they should be regarded as independent nanomaterials with a wide range of appli-
cations [13–15]. Reduced graphene oxide is regarded as a highly promising material for
optoelectronic applications. One of the widely discussed applications for rGO, due to the
growing interest in flexible and stretchable electronic devices, is thin transparent protective
and conductive films, which are mostly used in optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices
as electrodes. Films with a thickness of several atomic layers could be easily deposited on
any hydrophilic surface by simple drop-casting or spin coating methods [16]. Graphene
derivatives are less expensive and more environmentally friendly in comparison with tradi-
tional ITO and can successfully replace it in most applications [10,17]. Recently, silver- and
gold-decorated rGO hybrid sheets were successfully fabricated and demonstrated low resis-
tance at more than 83% transparency [17]. Ag–rGO films achieved a sheet conductivity two
orders of magnitude higher than that of rGO films [17]. Flexible field-effect light-emitting
diodes based on rGO were constructed by employing a graphene field-effect transistor [18].
To date, rGO has been successfully used in the fabrication of organic, perovskite, silicon
and dye-sensitized solar cells and photodetectors [4–7,19]. Dye functionalized graphenes,
such as rGO nanohybrids with porphyrins, were shown to possess great potential in the
field of photocatalytic hydrogen production and optical sensing [20,21].

The common methods to obtain rGO include chemical and thermal reduction of GO.
Recently, laser irradiation has been proposed as a promising tool for the reduction of
GO [22–26]. In addition to the spatial control and energy efficiency, the laser reduction
process is much cleaner and less toxic than any chemical method, as it does not require
chemical reactions in acids, or long-term washing procedures [23,25]. Pulsed laser ablation
in liquid has recently attracted increased attention for the synthesis of graphene and
GO quantum dots [27,28]. In our previous work, we reported on graphenic oxidized
films deposited on metal and dielectric substrates by pulsed laser ablation in an inert gas
atmosphere [29]. We have found a significant reduction of oxygen-containing groups in
comparison with the target material. The methods of graphene oxidation/reduction and
fragmentation significantly affect its physical properties, including the mechanisms of
conduction, light absorption and emission. Taking into account the diversity of the possible
graphene derivatives, the application of theoretical methods that could correctly predict
the spectroscopic properties of those materials can serve as a guidance for fabrication
of such materials with desired properties. Generally, rGO is an amorphous system, and
there is no direct experimental information that can provide a clear understanding of its
local microscopic structure. At the same time, an understanding of the atomic structure
can help reveal the mechanisms of interaction of rGO with other molecules, surfaces
and nanostructures, and allow correct interpretation of spectroscopic data. To date there
have been a number of papers on modelling graphene and graphene derivatives. There
are two approaches in modelling graphene oxide. The first is based on periodic density
functional theory calculations and assumes some degree of repeating order in oxygen
atoms’ distribution on the graphene surface [30–32]. The other approach consider graphene
as a finite sheet decorated with oxygen-containing groups [21,33,34]. The finite models, in
spite of the computational complexity, become more preferable as they are physically more
reasonable. They allow reproduction of the edge functionalization of graphene and correctly
describe the adsorption and interaction of graphene with molecules and different surfaces.
Finite models have also been shown to reproduce the optical properties of graphene-based
nanohybrid systems with good accuracy [21,34,35]. Among the various finite structural
models proposed recently [36–38] the Lerf–Klinowski model (LK) [39] was explicitly or
implicitly assumed in the majority of successful functionalization studies [38]. While the LK
model is quite successful in describing the properties of graphene produced by “classical”
chemical methods, it does not account for the structural features of reduced graphene
oxide produced by physical methods, such as hydrothermal and laser reduction [25,40].
The successful validation of structural models relies on the combination of theoretical
and experimental approaches. In this work, we present atomistic models of oxidized
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graphene sheets, produced by laser ablation, based on XPS compositional analysis and DFT
calculations of electronic and optical properties.

2. Materials and Methods

The widely accepted Lerf–Klinowski model [39] and other finite structural models [36,37]
describe GO as carbon planes heavily decorated with epoxy and hydroxyl groups on the
surfaces and carbonyl and carboxyl groups at the edges of the nanosheets. These oxygen
groups are mostly removed from the surface in rGO by the use of chemical reducing agents
such as hydrazine and its derivatives, sodium borohydride or hydroiodic acid, or physical
reducing agents such as heat and optical radiation. In the case of laser irradiation of GO
or oxidized carbon material, several processes can occur including photochemical and
photothermal removal of oxygen functional groups, which is accompanied by laser ablation,
and structural reorganization of the newly formed carbon lattice into the planar sp2-
conjugated graphenic structure [26]. Fragmentation of carbon materials in solvents by laser
irradiation can be explained within the model of Coulomb explosion [41]. As a result of this
process in the laser plume, carbon precursors are ablated to the quantum size, and solvent
can decompose into small molecules. The decomposed molecules can functionalize ablated
graphenic fragments, which can significantly modify the final optoelectronic properties
of the graphenic material. In contrast to chemically reduced graphene oxide, not only
carboxyl and hydroxyl groups, but also ketones and quinones can remain on the edges of
graphene sheets after laser ablation. Because of this, the Lerf–Klinowski model may not
accurately describe the structure of graphene sheets produced by laser irradiation.

In this work, we propose several models of oxidized graphene, based on XPS com-
positional analysis of carbon films deposited on a silver substrate by laser ablation. The
details of sample preparation and characterization are presented in supplementary infor-
mation and in [29]. In our simulations, we considered rGO as a two-dimensional finite
system, which contains randomly distributed graphene sheets of different sizes; recently
this approach has been successfully applied to study GO/rGO-based nanohybrid sys-
tems [21,34,35]. XPS spectra allowed us to determine the type and amount of functional
groups attached to carbon atoms, as well as the average carbon-to-oxygen ratio C/O in the
graphene sheet. The core-level 1s carbon and oxygen spectra (Figure S2 in the Supplemen-
tary Materials) has shown that the ablated nanocarbon contains oxygen, singly bonded
to aliphatic carbon (hydroxyl and/or epoxy groups), oxygen doubly bonded to aromatic
and aliphatic carbon (carboxyl, carbonyl and quinone groups), and oxygen singly bonded
to aromatic carbon (phenol groups) (Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials). The C/O
ratio was estimated at ca. 6.6 which indicates that a large amount of the oxygen-containing
groups were removed upon ablation. The partial restoration of the sp2 honeycomb lattice
was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (Figure S3 in the Supplementary Materials). In this
study we neglected the occurrence of point defects within the graphene sheets. Thus, in
our models, graphene sheets consisted of a polyaromatic core with honeycomb lattice and
oxygen functional groups at the edges, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Our approach was based on the search for structures with minimum total energy and
a singlet ground-state electronic configuration. The characteristic dimensions of the sheets
ranged from 1.6 nm to 2.3 nm, and the carbon-to-oxygen ratio within sheets ranged from 6.1
to 7. As a polyaromatic core, we considered stable structures with low and high symmetry
(including D3h and D6h), containing both zigzag and armchair edges. For the final oxi-
dized structures with the lowest ground state energy, the complete structural optimization
was carried out using density functional theory within the plane-wave pseudopotential
method [42].

The Kohn–Sham orbitals have been expanded in plane waves up to a kinetic energy
cutoff of 60 Ry. The norm-conserving Hartwigsen–Goedeker–Hutter pseudopotentials were
used. The oxidized sheets were separated from their periodic images in the supercell by at
least 12 Å of vacuum. The atomic positions in the supercell were fully optimized with the
force threshold of 2·10−3 Ry/Å.
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(d)—C61H22O10, (e)—C84H26O13, (f)—C98H24O14.

The optical properties of the systems were studied using the linear-response time-
dependent density functional theory. All computations were performed with the B3LYP
hybrid functional. We compared the performance of different exchange-correlation func-
tionals, including hybrid PBE0, BHLYP, and range-separatedωB97X functional. Semilocal
GGA-functionals are known to underestimate excitation energies of simple polyaromatic
molecules. However, it was found that hybrid functionals with different amounts of
Hartree–Fock exchange give a rather large spread in the values of the excitation energies.
The best agreement of calculated excitation energies with experimental absorption spectra
of simple polyaromatic molecules was found using the B3LYP level of theory (Table S2 in
the Supplementary Materials).

For each atomistic model, the first 25 singlet excited states corresponding to vertical
electronic transitions were calculated. The excitation energies were determined by calcu-
lation the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a Liouvillian superoperator using the iterative
procedure analogous to Davidson diagonalization, as implemented in the turboTDDFT2.0
code [43]. Absorption spectra were calculated using the linear-response recursive Lanczos
approach [44]. In this method the frequency-dependent dipole susceptibility is written as
a matrix element of the resolvent of the system’s Liouvillian. The imaginary part of the
susceptibility has been plotted representing the absorption spectra.

3. Results and Discussion

Total energy calculations showed, that oxygen-containing functional groups in graphene
sheets tend to be located on edge carbon atoms that do not belong to aromatic sextets (so-
called K-regions). It has also been found that carbonyl groups are most stable when they
form dimers on the K-regions, similar to the 1,2-benzoquinone structure. Calculations have
shown that sp3-bonded hydroxyl groups also tend to be located in the 1,2-configuration on
the edge carbon atoms in K-regions, but are oriented on opposite sides of the rGO sheet.
The rearrangement of phenolic and carboxyl groups on the edges did not significantly
change the total energy of the systems under study.
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The electronic structure and absorption spectra of the polyaromatic cores were calcu-
lated for a better understanding of the role of oxygen functional groups. The electronic
structure and optical properties of polyaromatic molecules largely depend on their symme-
try. Structures C48H18, C54H18 and C96H24 with D3h and D6h symmetry respectively exhibit
degenerate HOMO/HOMO-1 and LUMO/LUMO + 1 orbitals leading to wider energy gaps
and transitions at shorter wavelengths (Figure S4 in the Supplementary Materials). The
highest energy gap of 3.11 eV was observed for the C48H18 molecule with D3h symmetry
(Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials).

Oxidation leads to symmetry reduction and splitting of degenerate levels. The ground
state Kohn–Sham (KS) energy levels diagram of the oxidized graphene sheets is shown in
Figure 2. All structures demonstrate singlet ground state electronic configuration and an
energy gap in the range from 1.77 eV to 2.29 eV. Analysis of charge density distribution for
the chosen molecular orbitals has shown that the highest occupied molecular orbitals of
the systems are formed predominantly by π-electrons in an aromatic core, while the lowest
unoccupied MOs are localized at the K-regions with carbonyl groups and originate from
p-electrons of carbon and oxygen (Figure S5 in the Supplementary Materials).
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Figure 2. Ground state KS energy levels of rGO fragments.

Typically, large polycyclic aromatic molecules reveal three characteristic optical bands
α, p, and β with increasing intensity in the absorption edge [45,46]. The α-band with
the highest wavelength is usually very weak and symmetry-forbidden in high symmetry
groups. The p-band originates from HOMO→ LUMO transition, it can be observed in
the low-symmetry structures C46H18, C60H20, and C82H24 as the first intense absorption
peak (the S1 peak in Figure 3g,j,k). The β-band has the lowest wavelength of the three
and corresponds to a transition from HOMO to the second lowest unoccupied orbital
(LUMO + 1) [47]. In the high-symmetry polyaromatic cores C48H18, C54H18, C96H24 p-
bands are symmetry-forbidden, and very intense β-bands represent the absorption edge
(S3–S4 bands in Figure 3h,i,l). These structures exhibit narrow absorption spectra with only
few transitions.
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cores: (a)—C47H18O7; (b)—C49H18O7; (c)—C55H18O8; (d)—C61H22O10; (e)—C84H26O13; (f)—C98H24O14;
(g)—C46H18; (h)—C48H18; (i)—C54H18; (j)—C60H20; (k)—C82H24; (l)—C96H24.

Oxygen functional groups modify the absorption spectra of unoxidized structures.
Oxidized graphene sheets have the lowest C1 symmetry, which leads to more allowed
transitions and broader, less structured absorption spectra. For all oxidized structures, we
can observe the occurrence of a long-wavelength absorption tail formed by the low-energy
excited states (Figure 3a). We numbered the most characteristic absorption bands in the
visible range in accordance with those excited states that make the dominant contribution
at corresponding frequencies. Thus, for example, in the model C47H18O7, the absorption
edge is formed due to S0 → S1 transition (Figure 3a), and the second intense absorption
peak (denoted S4) at 500 nm is due to S0 → S4 (it originates from the S1 transition of
the polyaromatic core C46H18 (Figure 3g). The data on excitation energies, wavelengths,
oscillator strengths and transition coefficients for the considered models are presented in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Compound, the most intense singlet–singlet transition, photon energy, wavelength, sum of di-
agonal elements of the imaginary part of dynamic polarizability and principal transition components
in terms of ground-state KS orbitals (H = HOMO; L = LUMO).

Compound S→ S Transition E
(eV)

λ
(nm)

Σχii
(e2a2/eV) Transition Components

C47H18O7

S0 → S1 1.95 636 0.08 H→ L (99%)

S0 → S4 2.48 500 0.43 H→ L + 1 (58%) H→ L + 2 (18%)

S0 → S7 2.94 422 0.20 H-1→ L + 1 (53%) H→ L + 2 (25%)

S0 → S13 3.39 366 0.29 H-5→ L (75%)

C49H18O7

S0 → S1 1.85 670 0.18 H→ L (95%)

S0 → S3 2.16 574 0.17 H-1→ L (92%)

S0 → S4 2.60 477 0.30 H→ L + 1 (72%)

S0 → S9 3.20 387 0.40 H→ L + 2 (40%) H-1→ L + 1 (21%)

S0 → S15 3.46 358 0.17 H-1→ L + 2 (34%) H-2→ L + 1 (17%)

C55H18O8

S0 → S1 1.84 674 0.12 H→ L (92%)

S0 → S4 2.33 532 0.52 H→ L + 1 (44%) H-1→ L (40%)

S0 → S7 2.76 449 0.51 H→ L + 2 (55%) H-1→ L + 1 (21%)

S0 → S9 2.98 416 0.29 H-1→ L + 2 (45%) H→ L + 3 (40%)

S0 → S11 3.03 409 0.22 H→ L + 3 (46%) H-1→ L + 2 (29%)

C61H22O10

S0 → S1 1.58 785 0.18 H→ L (85%)

S0 → S2 1.81 685 1.43 H→ L + 1 (84%)

S0 → S7 2.59 479 0.17 H→ L + 2 (51%) H-1→ L + 1 (21%)

S0 → S9 2.79 444 0.24 H-2→ L (78%)

C84H26O13

S0 → S1 1.74 713 0.41 H→ L (93%)

S0 → S4 2.18 569 0.28 H→ L + 1 (66%) H-1→ L + 2 (10%)

S0 → S7 2.50 496 1.30 H-1→ L + 1 (41%) H→ L + 2 (29%)

S0 → S10 2.63 471 0.80 H-1→ L + 2 (33%) H→ L + 3 (26%)
H-3→ L (26%)

C98H24O14

S0 → S1 + S2 1.61–1.63 761–770 0.43 H→ L (61%) H→ L + 1 (27%)

S0 → S6 2.10 590 0.72 H→ L + 2 (48%) H→ L + 3 (18%)

S0 → S11 2.37 523 1.09 H-1→ L + 3 (48%) H-2→ L + 1 (13%)

In order to better understand the individual absorption bands and photo-active regions
we calculated the real-space electron charge-density response to a perturbing electric field
n’(r,ω) [48]:

n′(r, ω) = 2
Nv

∑
v=1

ϕo
v(r)

(
ϕ′v(r, ω) + ϕ′∗v (r,−ω)

)
, (1)

where ϕo
v(r)-unperturbed (ground-state) KS orbitals, Nv-number of occupied KS states,

ϕ′v(r, ω) = ϕv(r, ω) − ϕo
v(r)-first-order response orbitals at frequency ω. The factor 2

accounts for the spin degeneracy of molecular orbitals in non-magnetic systems.
Response charge density of the most prominent transitions in the oxidized graphene

sheets is shown in Figure 4. So, for example, in the case of the C47H18O7 model, it can
be seen that the weak S1 absorption band appears due to an electron-density response
associated with electron-withdrawing carbonyl groups and neighboring carbon atoms. In
contrast, the intense S4 band in this model, which has a maximum at 500 nm, is formed
due to the response of the electron density of carbon atoms in the polyaromatic core. This
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density is delocalized throughout the graphene sheet and is not related to the activity of
oxygen groups. Therefore, the S4 band originates from the S0 → S1 transition in the C46H18
core. Transitions in the short-wave visible and near-UV regions are of mixed origin. Thus,
for example, the absorption peak at 378 nm in the C47H18O7 structure is due to the response
of the electron density localized both on the carbon atoms of the polyaromatic core and on
the hydroxyl, carboxyl, and carbonyl groups.
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The most significant changes in absorption spectra were found for the structures
C49H18O7 and C55H18O8 (Figure 3b,c). While the C48H18 structure exhibits absorption only
in the ultraviolet region, the optical spectrum of the structure C49H18O7 covers the entire
visible range. The C49H18O7 and C55H18O8 models have a similar absorption spectrum. In
the long-wave range, according to Figure 3 and Table 1, the absorption spectrum of these
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systems is formed due to the transitions between two highest occupied and two lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals. In both structures the S1 absorption edge corresponds to
the transition from the ground state to the first singlet excited state. It can be seen from
the analysis of transition components that the S0 → S1 excitation is entirely determined by
the HOMO→ LUMO transition in these models. From Figure 4b,c one can see that the
absorption edge is related to the optical activity of the carbonyl groups and neighboring
carbon atoms, similar to the C47H18O7 model. In the C49H18O7 model, the S3 absorption
band at 574 nm is also related to this photo-active region because it is formed mainly by the
transition HOMO-1→ LUMO to the lowest unoccupied orbital. According to Figure 4b,c
the S4 absorption band in the models C49H18O7 and C55H18O8 is largely due to the optical
response of carboxylic and carbonyl functional groups. In the case of the C61H22O10 model
the low-symmetry polyaromatic core produces an intense S2 absorption band associated
with the low-energy π→ π* transitions (HOMO→ LUMO + 1). The spectrum also features
the weak absorption edge at 785 nm due to the response of carbonyl groups as in the previ-
ous models (Figure 4d). The models C84H26O13 and C98H24O14 with the largest number
of carbon atoms in the core demonstrate absorption spectra similar in structure despite
differences in symmetry and C/O ratio. The long-wavelength absorption tail as in the
previous models is formed by the HOMO→ LUMO and HOMO→ LUMO + 1 transitions
(Figure 3e,f) and is related to the response of the electron-withdrawing oxygen functional
groups and response of polyaromatic core (Figure 4e,f). The most intense absorption
bands in these models are observed in the wavelength range of 500–600 nm. In the system
C84H26O13 the absorption maximum in the visible region is at 496 nm and is related to the
electronic transitions in the sp2-carbon network. In the C98H24O14 model, the absorption
maximum is at 523 nm, and is due to the response of the zigzag edges as well as phenolic
and carbonyl functional groups.

In order to understand which models better reproduce the optical properties of rGO
we made a comparison of the calculated absorption spectra with the experimental UV-
Vis spectrum of rGO suspensions, produced by laser ablation of high purity carbon tape
(Figure 5). It should be noted that rGO samples measured in the experiment consist of
multiple graphene sheets with different size, symmetry and arrangement of functional
groups, thus the experimental absorption spectrum yields an averaged picture, and a single
finite model is unable to reproduce this. The experimental spectrum features the absorption
maximum at 240 nm which corresponds to a π-π* plasmon peak, and a relatively continuous
absorption tail up to 1000 nm. There are also no distinguishable features corresponding to
n-π* transitions.
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We divided the calculated spectra into two parts. In Figure 5a,b we have compared the
experimental spectrum with calculated spectra representing models with a high-symmetry
and low-symmetry polyaromatic core, respectively. From Figure 5b it can be seen that
the calculated spectra of the models with a low-symmetry polyaromatic core accurately
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reproduce the position of the UV absorption maximum, but feature intense absorption
peaks in the visible region, which are not observed in the experiment. In contrast, the spectra
of the high-symmetry models are shown to better reproduce the experimental absorption
tail throughout the visible range, though the absorption maximum was found to be blue-
shifted in these models. The best agreement with experiment in the visible range was
found for the combination of models C47H18O7, C49H18O7 and C55H18O8. The calculated
coefficient of determination for the weighted sum of these models in the wavelength range
from 380 to 800 nm was 0.91.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we proposed several atomistic models of rGO fragments based
on XPS composition analysis of graphenic carbon produced by pulsed laser ablation and
studied their optical properties using time-dependent DFT. It was shown that carbonyl and
sp3-bonded hydroxyl functional groups in graphene sheets tend to locate on edge carbon
atoms that do not belong to aromatic sextets; in addition, carbonyl groups are most stable
when they form dimers.

Optical absorption of rGO, produced by laser reduction in the long-wavelength region,
may be due to the optical activity of carbonyl groups, and low-energy π→ π* transitions
in the polyaromatic core of graphene sheets. The symmetry of the polyaromatic core affects
the absorption intensity in the visible region, and the position of the absorption maximum
in the UV region. A low-symmetry polyaromatic core in oxidized graphene sheet produces
intense absorption bands in the visible range, which originate from intense p-bands. These
bands were found to be blue-shifted and had a lower intensity when compared to the
original p-bands. The calculated absorption spectra of the low-symmetry models were
shown to accurately reproduce the experimental position of the π→ π* plasmon peak in
the UV region, while the high-symmetry models were better at reproducing the absorbance
in the visible region.

Understanding the atomic structure of graphene derivatives and its correlation with
electronic and optical properties can help in the interpretation of new spectroscopic data
and can serve as a guidance for the fabrication of new graphene-based hybrid materials
and interfaces for optoelectronic applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13040600/s1, Figure S1: Survey XPS spectrum and carbon
1s deconvoluted core-level spectrum of target material; Figure S2: Survey XPS spectrum of rGO
deposited on silver substrate (top) and 1s deconvoluted core-level spectra of carbon and oxygen
(bottom) Table S1: XPS composition analysis, fitting parameters and C/O ratio of the as-prepared
sample; Table S2: Calculated and experimental positions of p- and β-bands in the absorption spectra
of simple nanographenes. Calculations performed using plane-wave pseudopotential method and
B3LYP XC functional. Figure S3: Raman spectrum of the as-prepared sample; Figure S4: Ground
state KS energy levels of polyaromatic cores; Table S3: Composition, C/O ratio in graphene sheet,
positions of HOMO and LUMO, and energy gap of the rGO sheets and corresponding aromatic cores,
calculated using plane-wave pseudopotential approach and B3LYP functional; Figure S5: Charge
density distribution in real space for the frontier molecular orbitals: HOMO, LUMO, HOMO-1, LUMO
+ 1. (a)-C47H18O7, (b)-C49H18O7, (c)-C55H18O8, (d)-C61H22O10, (e)-C84H26O13, (f)-C98H24O14.
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